
Relate well Be (authentic) together

Hello, my name is Dr Bhatia. I am a NHS GP and the founder of Humble.
Humble is an organisation that aims to help bring out our best.

Are you well connected?
The healthier our connections the more we thrive. Our
relationships really matter, not just with others but with
ourselves and environments too. We are made to make,
break and evolve attachments through touch, talk and
times together.  But as society changes our community
and contact so our skills need to adapt too.

Quality counts
Authenticity means we can be ourselves with ourselves
and others. This is not always easy amidst conflict,
competition, complicity, coercion and criticism. Also Likes
online don’t translate to love in our body chemistry so we
can be in a crowded (chat) room and still feel alone.*
*Loneliness is a silent killer ref

Integrity and Flow
So how do we balance attachments with authenticity and enable relationships to
evolve? Like a dance it takes 2 to tango but only one to ask.  Centred on respect (for
self, others and the situation) we can Flow and..

Focus - connecting with kindness curiosity, and honesty
Harmonise - receiving and regulating reactions
Transform -responding in the space of possibility
Release - feel free to be
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During our sessions
We like to listen and work with what you've got. Working
online and in person our holistic approach helps bring
out your BEST.

Bodies (physical health)
Experiences (emotional health)
Situations (healthy environments)
Teams (healthy relationships)

You are unique and you are not alone

This work is profound and takes time so we typically book blocks of 4 x 50 minute
sessions over 4 to 8 weeks, fees are on the humble website.  This is not a substitute for
medical care but can support you on your journey; so do check with your GP if you are
not sure.  Each session will be unique, examples of themes we can focus on are:

Me (typically 4 sessions)
Change starts with yourself. Get to know and work well with the different parts
of yourself. Developing self awareness, activation and appreciation.

We (typically 4 to 8 sessions)
You are unique and you are not alone. Like it or not you are in a team so we
help you develop skills to work well together. Developing skills in

Between and Beyond (typically 4 sessions)
We are more than the sum of our parts. Explore the nature of your situation,
culture and systems of interactions and the possibilities of going beyond…

We offer to join you on your journey, humbly guiding you with kindness and honesty.
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